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MICROECONOMETRICS 

WS 2020/21 

Lecturers  Prof. V.  Steiner  

Classes: Benjamin Fischer / Dominik Hügle  

Organization: Because of the corona virus epidemic, the course will consist of a mixture 

of Webex meetings and video presentations. 

 

Aim and contents of the course 

This course builds on the material of our Applied Microeconometrics course offered in the summer 

term, extends some of the topics covered in that course, and introduces some new topics. In the first 

half of the semester, the methodological foundations of these topics will be discussed in weekly 

Webex meetings with tutorials based on video presentations of empirical applications. In the second 

half of the semester, students will work on short empirical papers (not more than 10 pages) closely 

related to one of the course topics. These papers will be presented and discussed in Webex meetings 

at the end of February. Final papers will have to be submitted about one month later.  Papers may 

be written in English or German. 

Topics 

1. Selection models, control functions (CF), and treatment-effects estimation: 

CF estimator in linear models with constant coefficients, random coefficient models, CF in 

non-linear models, applications to treatment-effects estimation 

2. Machine/Statistical Learning (ML) methods: 

ML for prediction and causal analysis, cross validation, lasso, regression and classification 

trees, random forests, applications to  IV and treatment-effects estimation 
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Requirements and grading 

The course is appropriate for MA and PhD students specializing in applied microeconometrics. 

Basic knowledge of microeconometrics at the level of our course Applied Microeconometrics and 

statistical software (Stata, R …) is assumed. Grading will be based on the presentation and 

submission of a term paper.  
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